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Abstract� We analyze several problems of optimizing disjunctive asso�
ciation rules� The problems have important applications in data mining�
allowing users to focus at interesting rules extracted from databases�
We consider association rules of the form

Vn

j��
�Aij � vj	 � C�� where

fAi� �Ai� � � � � � Aing is a subset of the categorical attributes of the under�
lying relation R� and C� is any 
xed condition de
ned over the attributes
of the relation R� An instantiation of the rule binds the variables vj�s
to values from the corresponding attribute domains� We study several
problems� in which we seek a collection of instantiations of a given rule
that satisfy certain optimality constraints� Each of the problems can
re�interpreted as looking for one optimized disjunctive association rule�
We exhibit e�cient algorithms for solving the optimized support and op�
timized con�dence problems� the weighted support�con�dence problem�
and the shortest rule problem� We discuss time and space complexity of
the designed algorithms and show how they can be improved by allowing
for approximate solutions�

� Introduction

The last decade computer technology coupled with improved data acquisition
techniques resulted into a signi�cant increase in the rate of growth of large
databases� The bulk of data accumulated in such databases encompasses every
sphere of human life� Having eliminated the paper�based technology� the modern
businesses are now recognizing the necessity to remove the burden of analyzing
the data from their employees� The amount of the data accrued within any major
company obviously precludes their manual treatment� Thus� a new generation
of data processing techniques are called for� The techniques have to assist users
with analysis of the data and extraction of useful knowledge� These techniques
and tools are the subject of the �eld of knowledge discovery in databases�KDD�
or data mining ����

Knowledge extracted from databases can be represented in many possible
ways� A representation that received much attention within the community of
KDD researches is that of association rules�	�		� 	���

An association rule X� in its most general form� is an implication C� � C��
where C�� C� are conditions de�ned over the attributes of an underlying database
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relation R� For example� for a relation R�Student� CourseType�Grade�� we can
de�ne the association rule X�

�CourseType � elective�� �Grade � A�

The fraction of the relation tuples satisfying C� is termed the support of the
rule �and denoted sup�X��� The ratio of the number of tuples satisfying the
C� � C� to the number of tuples satisfying C� is termed the con�dence of the
rule �and denoted conf�X��� For the above example� the support of the rule is
the percentage of elective course tuples� and the con�dence is the fraction of
the elective tuples with the grade A�

Association rules have been introduced as an attempt to capture correla�
tions and regularities in the underlying database relation� with hope that the
regularities prove useful for future decision making� Data mining algorithms aim
at extracting such useful association rules� Extracting association rules usually
means �nding all rules satisfying pre�speci�ed lower bounds on their con�dence
and support� For example� we can ask a data mining system to produce all rules
for the above relation R with support greater than �	
 and con�dence greater
than �	
� If the rule X satis�es the support and con�dence restrictions� then
it should be output by the system� However� if we do not place additional con�
straints on the conditions C� and C� of an association rule� the number of feasible
rules may be very large� Moreover� most of the rules satisfying the conditions
may be useless� Therefore� we have introduce a representational bias to restrict
the form of a rule�

The most popular bias in the literature requires that the condition C� be
a conjunction of binary�valued attributes and C� be a single binary�valued at�
tribute�� �� Recently� Rastogi and Shim��� introduced a new kind of associa�
tion rules of the form

n�

j��

�Aij � vj�� C�� ��

where fAi� � Ai�� � � � � Aing is a subset of the relation attributes� vj is variable to
be bound to a value dj from the domain of Aij � and the consequent C� of a rule
is any �xed condition de�ned over the attributes of the relation R� For this kind
of rules� extracting association rules means �nding a tuple of dj�s so that the rule
instantiated with the dj�s satis�es the given minimum support and con�dence
conditions� A tuple of dj�s is called an instantiation of the rule� For example�
consider the uninstantiated version of the above rule X�

�CourseType � v��� �Grade � A�

The goal is to �nd a value d��e�g�� elective� for the variable v� so that the rule�
instantiated with the value� will satisfy the minimum support and con�dence
conditions�

We can generalize the setting by allowing more than one instantiation for
an association rule� More precisely� we seek a collection I of instantiations
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�I � fI�� � � � � Ikg� so that the cumulative support and con�dence� of the as�
sociation rule are above the given minimum values� We can view the collection
of instantiations as a disjunctive association rule� because the rule antecendent
can be written as a disjunction of conjunctions� where each conjunction corre�
sponds to a di�erent instantiation of ���� In our example� we are looking for
several course types that cover su	cient number of tuples in the relation R as
well as have the grade A in the su	cient proportion of the covered tuples�

We study three optimizationproblems introduced in 
���� and another natural
optimization problem� the shortest rule problem� Note that each of the problems
can be recast as seeking one disjunctive association rule�

�� The optimized support problem given a relation R and a rule ���� �nd a set
I of instantiations maximizing the cumulative support of the rule with its
con�dence greater than the given minimum con�dence�

�� The optimized con�dence problem given a relation R and a rule ���� �nd
a set I of instantiations maximizing the cumulative con�dence of the rule
with its support greater than the given minimum support�

�� The weighted support�con�dence problem given a relation R and a rule ����
and two positive integers �� �� �nd a set I of instantiations maximizing
�sup��conf � where sup and conf are the cumulative support and con�dence
of the instantiated rule ���� respectively�

�� The shortest rule problem given a relation R and a rule ���� �nd a mini�
mum set I of instantiations� so that the cumulative support and con�dence
of the rule are greater than the given minimum support and con�dence�
respectively�

� Related Work

Association rules were �rst studied in 
��� The paper led to plethora of research
aimed at enumerating conjunctive association rules de�ned over boolean at�
tributes �e�g�� 
��� ����� ��� ���� Association rule enumeration is linked to �nding
minimal hypergraph transversals
��� learning monotone DNF from membership
queries 
��� and minimizing the number of failing subqueries
��� The related com�
putational hardness results are presented in 
�����

The problem of �nding optimized association rules was introduced in 
��� The
problem was de�ned for numeric attributes� and allowed at most two uninstan�
tiated attributes to be present in the rule antecedent� Moreover� the algorithms
presented in the paper produced a single instantiation of the rule� therefore� the
rules were essentially conjunctive� Rastogi and Shim 
��� generalized the set�
ting by allowing more than two attributes and multiple instantiations� thereby
introducing the notion of disjunctive association rules �they did not use the ter�
minology though�� They posed three of the problems that we study in this paper�
and proved that the optimized support and optimized con�dence problems are

� �Cumulative� means that we count tuples that satisfy at least one instantiation of

the rule� We formally de�ne the cumulative support and con�dence in section �
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NP�hard� However� the proof implicitly relied on the unnatural complexity pa�
rameter for both of the problems� Namely� if M is the number of records in the
relation R� then the problems are NP�hard� if logM �instead of M � is used as a
complexity parameter for the problems� We takeM to be the natural complexity
parameter for all of the problems �that is� we allow to scan all of the relation��
and design e�cient algorithms for all of the above problems� Our algorithms run
linear in n� in contrast to the algorithms in ���	� which are exponential in n� How�
ever� ���	 also considers rules with numeric attributes� and exhibits algorithms
for 
nding optimized rules in the setting� while we deal only with categorical
attributes�

� The Summary of the Results

Let M be the number of records in the relation R� and N be the number of
attributes� Also� given a rule ��� and a relation R� let m be the number of distinct
tuples �di� � di�� � � � � din� � �Ai�

�Ai�
�����Ain

�R�� Then we have the following results�

�� The optimized support problem can be solved in time O�M �N �m�logM �
size������ and space O�M �logM � size������ where size��� is the number of
bits used to encode the given minimum con
dence value ��

�� There is a fully polynomial time approximation scheme for the optimized
con
dence problem with time complexityO�M �N�m log �

�
�logM�log �

�
����

where � is the absolute error� The approximation scheme can be converted
into an exact algorithmthat takesO�M �N�m log�M �� time andO�M logM �
space�

� The weighted support�con
dence problem can be solved in time O�M �N �
m logM �� and space O�M logM ��

�� The shortest rule problem can be solved in time O�M �N�M �p�q�m logm��
and space O�Mm logm�� where p

q
� � is the givenminimumcon
dence value�

�� By allowing to produce an approximate solution we can reduce both time
and space complexity of all of the algorithms�

In the following sections� Z denotes the set of integers� Z� stands for the set
of nonnegative integers� and Q denotes the set of rational numbers� Also� for a

nite set S� jSj is the number of elements in S�

� Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the notation and de
nitions in order to reformu�
late all of the stated problems in terms of mathematical programming� The
reformulation highlights the relationship between them and classical problems
of combinatorial optimization�

Let R be a relation over the attributes A�� A�� � � � � AN with M tuples� Each
of the attributes is categorical� that is� there is no partial order imposed on the
domain dom�Ai� of an attribute Ai� for each i � �� �� � � � � N � Let A be a subset
of fA�� A�� � � � � ANg� A � fAi� � Ai� � � � � � Aing�
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De�nition �� An �uninstantiated� association rule X�v�� v�� � � � � vn� over A
is an implication

n�

j��

�Aij � vj�� C��

where vj are variables� and C��A�� A�� � � � � AN � is any �xed formula de�ned over
A�� A�� � � � � AN �

We also assume that it takes linear �in N � time to evaluate C� for a tuple of R�
Let X be an uninstantiated association rule over A� Then we de�ne the set

of all instantiations Inst of X as the projection �A�R� of R on A� Note that
jInstj � jRj � M �

We instantiate an association rule X by picking an instantiation of Inst and
binding the variables of X to the elements of the instantiation� More precisely�
take I � �d�� d�� � � � � dn� � Inst� Then� X�I� � X�d�� d�� � � � � dn� is the associa�
tion rule X instantiated with I�

Let Inst � fI�� I�� � � � � Img� Denote
Vn

j���Aij � vj� by
U �A�� A�� � � � � AN � v�� v�� � � � � vn�� For a �xed instantiation Ii � Inst let

si � jft � R � U �t� Ii�gj and ci � jft � R � U �t� Ii� �C��t�gj

Intuitively� si is the count of the tuples contributing to the support ofX instanti�
ated with Ii�note that

Pm

i�� si �M �� while ci is the count of tuples contributing
to the con�dence of X instantiated with Ii� Note that we can compute all ci	s
and si	s in one pass over the relation R� which takes O�NM � time� This is the
preprocessing time for all our algorithms�

Since all attributes are categorical� a tuple can contribute to the count of
only one instantiation for a �xed association rule� Therefore� it is possible to
express the cumulative support and con�dence for a set of instantiations using
the quantities of si and ci� For a set I � Inst of instantiations� the cumulative

support of I is de�ned as�

sup�I� �

P
Ii�I

si

M

The cumulative con�dence of I is de�ned similarly�

conf�I� �

P
Ii�I

ciP
Ii�I

si

Finally� we introduce a set 
�� valued variables xi� i � �� �� � � ��m� and equate
each subset I of Inst with a boolean assignment to xi	s� That is�

xi �

�
� if Ii � I

 otherwise

Now all four introduced problems problems can be reformulated in terms of

�� mathematical programming� In the following sections we state each of the
problems as a 
�� programming problem� and then give ecient algorithms for
solving the problems
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� Optimizing Support

The optimized support problem for an association rule X� a relation R� and a
minimum con�dence value � can be stated as follows�

mX

i��

sixi � max

Pm

i�� cixiPm

i�� sixi
� � ���

si � ci � �� ci� si � Z� � � Q � ��� �	� xi � f�� �g� i 
 �� �� � � � �m

Let the minimum con�dence � be represented as a rational number p

q
� where

p� q � Z�� Then� ��� can be rewritten as

mX

i��

�psi � qci�xi � �

After denoting ai 
 psi � qci� i 
 �� �� � � ��m� the optimized support problem
becomes�

mX

i��

sixi � max

mX

i��

aixi � �

si � �� ai� si � Z� xi � f�� �g� i 
 �� �� � � � �m

The above problem is a variant of knapsack� a classical optimization problem
that can be solved in less than mM steps �M 


Pm

i�� si� by dynamic program�
ming�see� for example���	�� Usually the complexity of each step for knapsack is
treated as constant� In our case� however� the complexity depends on the value of
the minimum con�dence parameter for the problem� Since the time complexity
of one step is roughly equal to the time of writing down the value of

Pm

i�� aixi�
we can bound it by bounding the number of bits used to encode

Pm

i�� aixi for
any �x�� x�� � � � � xm� � f�� �gm�

log�j
mX

i��

aixij� � log�
mX

i��

jpsi� qcij� � log�p q� log�
mX

i��

si� � size��� logM�

where size��� 
 logp  log q is the number of bits used to encode �� Thus� the
classical dynamic programming algorithm solves the optimized support problem
in O�mM �logM  size������ Adding the preprocessing time of O�NM � gives
O�M �N m�logM  size�������
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� Optimizing Con�dence

The optimized con�dence problem for an association rule X� a relation R� a
minimum support � � B

M
� B � Z�� can be stated as follows�
Pm

i�� cixiPm

i�� sixi
� max ���

mX

i��

sixi � B

si � ci � �� ci� si � Z� B � Z�� xi � f�� �g� i � �� 	� � � � �m

Consider the decision problem corresponding to the optimized con�dence
problem�

mX

i��

sixi � B�

Pm

i�� cixiPm

i�� sixi
� �

si � ci � �� ci� si � Z� B � Z�� � � Q � 
�� ��� xi � f�� �g� i � �� 	� � � � �m

We can treat the problem as a decision version of the optimized support problem
and solve it by dynamic programming� as we described in the previous section�
We consider this procedure as an oracle DecConf��� returning �� if the decision
problem does not have a solution� and returning a solution x otherwise�

Then� given the bound � on the absolute error of the required solution� we
start with an initial interval 
�� ��� The interval is repeatedly halved in a way
that guarantees that the optimal con�dence value lies within the halved interval�
When the interval becomes less than � we can be sure that any feasible solution
lying within the interval has the absolute error less than �� Thus� theDecConf���
returns an approximate solution x to the optimized con�dence problem with the
absolute error less than ��

The number of iterations in the algorithm is log �
�
� The maximum size of � is

alsoO�log �
�
�� Therefore� the running time of the algorithm isO�mM log �

�
�logM

log �
�
��� Adding the preprocessing time ofO�NM � givesO�M �Nm log �

�
�logM

log �
�
���� Since the running time of the algorithm is polynomial in all complex�

ity parameters �including ��� we have designed a fully polynomial approximation
scheme ��� for the optimized con�dence problem�

Observe that we can convert the approximation scheme into an exact algo�
rithm for the optimized con�dence problem by choosing the absolute error of �
to be �

�
P

m

i��
si��

� where � � �� Then� log �
�
� 	 logM � log�� and the running

time of the algorithm is O�M �N m log�M ���

� Optimizing Weighted Support�Con�dence

The weighted support�con�dence problem for an association rule X� a relation
R� and weights �� � � Z�� can be stated as follows�

�

mX

i��

sixi  �

Pm

i�� cixiPm

i�� sixi
� max ���
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si � ci � �� ci� si� �� � � Z�� xi � f�� �g� i � �� �� � � � �m

We can solve the problem by considering the following set of optimization prob�
lems�

mX

i��

sixi � B

�B �
�

B

mX

i��

cixi � max

si � ci � �� ci� si� �� � � Z�� xi � f�� �g� i � �� �� � � � �m

Each of the problems corresponds to a di�erent value of B� where B � Z�� � �
B �M 	 In order to produce an optimal solution to the weighted support
con�dence
problem� we take the best solution from the M solutions to the above M prob�
lems	 Each of the problems is again a restricted variant of knapsack� and it can
be solved by dynamic programming in time O�mB logM 	 Therefore� the naive
algorithm that solves all M problems separately takes O�mM� logM  time	

We can reduce the running time by the factor of M by solving all of the B
problems at the same time	 More precisely� let W �k�B be the maximum value
of
Pm

i�� cixi produced using the variables x�� x�� � � � � xk �i	e	� xk�� � � � � � xm �

�� such that
Pk

i�� sixi � B	 If for all �x�� � � � � xk � f�� �gk�
Pk

i�� sixi �� B�
then we set W �k�B � ��	 Now we can specify the recurrence relation for
W �k�B as follows�

W �k� � � �� � � k � n� W ��� B � ��� � � B �M

W �k�B � max�W �k � �� B � sk � ck�W �k � �� B� � � k � n� � � B �M

We can �ll the table forW �k�B in O�mM  steps� where each step takes at most
O�logM  time �since j

Pm

i�� cixij � M 	 An optimal solution to the weighted
support
con�dence problem corresponds to the maximum value among �B �
�

B
W �n�B� � � B � M 	 We can �nd the value in M steps and then �nd

the solution in less than m steps by using the above recurrence relation and
going backwards from the cell of the table corresponding to the maximum value	
Hence� the total running time of the algorithm is O�mM logM 	 Adding the
preprocessing time of O�NM  gives O�M �N �m logM 	

� Optimizing the Rule Length

The shortest rule problem for an association rule X� a relation R� a minimum
support � � B

M
� B � Z�� and a minimum con�dence � � p

q
� p� q � Z� can be

stated as follows�
mX

i��

xi � min

Pm

i�� cixiPm

i�� sixi
�
p

q
�

mX

i��

sixi � B
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si � ci � �� ci� si � Z� B � Z�� xi � f�� �g� i � �� �� � � � �m

which is equivalent to
mX

i��

xi � min

mX

i��

aixi � ��
mX

i��

sixi � B ���

si � �� ai� si � Z� B � Z�� xi � f�� �g� i � �� �� � � � �m

where ai � qci � psi� i � �� �� � � � �m� Recall that j
P

m

i��
aixij � �p� q�M �

We again use ubiquitous dynamic programming to solve ���� Denote C �
�p � q�M � Let L�k�D�A� be the minimum number of nonzero variables in

�x�� � � � � xk� � f�� �gk	 so that
Pk

i��
sixi � D and

Pk

i��
aixi � A	 where

� � k � m� � � D � B and jAj � C� Again	 we set L�k�D�A� � �	 if

for all �x�� � � � � xk� � f�� �gk	 either
Pk

i��
sixi � D or

P
k

i��
aixi � A is not

satis
ed� Then	
L�k� �� A� � �� � � k � n� �C � A � �

L�k� �� A� ��� � � A � C

L��� D�A� ��� � � D � B� jAj � C

L�k�D�A� � min�L�k��� D�sk � A�ak���� L�k��� D�A��� � � k � n� jAj � C

We 
ll the ��dimensional table for L in O�m�p � q�M�� where each step takes
O�logm� time� Hence	 the time complexity of 
lling in the table is O�m logm�p�
q�M��� Then	 L�m�B� �� is the minimum length of a rule satisfying the support
and con
dence constraints� We can 
nd the actual optimal solution �rule� in
O�m� steps by backtracking from L�m�B� ��� The total time complexity of the
shortest rule problem �including the preprocessing time� is O�M �N � M �p �
q�m logm���

� Discussion

We used dynamic programming to solve all of the above problems	 Since a dy�
namic programming algorithm only needs to know the values in the previous
row of the table	 while 
lling in the current row	 the memory complexity of the
algorithm is the size of one table row� For the 
rst three problems	 the size is
O�M logM � �M cells and O�logM � bits for a cell value�� For the shortest rule
problem	 the size of the row is O�mM logm� �mM cells and O�logm� bits for a
cell value��

We can reduce the time and space complexity of the above algorithms by
allowing for suboptimal solutions� There is a number of standard approximation
schemes for knapsack���	 and any of them can be used to 
nd approximate
solutions for the above problems� One of the most common methods is to scale
down each of objective function coe�cients by a factor k� This will lead to both
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running time and space that the algorithms take being reduced by the factor of
k� The produced solution� however� will be suboptimal with the absolute error
less than kL� where L is the length �number of instantiations� of the optimal
rule�

�� Conclusions and Further Research

We analyzed several problems for optimizing association rules� The problems
have important application in data mining� allowing users to focus at interesting
rules extracted from databases� We exhibited e�cient algorithms for solving all
of the problems�

For further research� we plan to apply the algorithms to �nding association
rules in real world databases� We also intend to study and try to develop e�cient
algorithms for optimizing other variants of association rules�
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